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a b s t r a c t

The runaway and blowdown of a non tempered hybrid chemical system (30% cumene hydroperoxide)
exposed to an external heat input was investigated using a 0.1 l scale tool.

The maximum temperature and the maximum temperature rise rate were showed to be sensitive to the
vent size. An Antoine type correlation between the maximum temperatures and pressures was observed.
These resulted from the presence of vapour, mainly generated by the reaction products. Increasing the
initial filling ratio resulted in an earlier vent opening but did not have a significant influence on the blow-
down. Three types of mass venting behaviour were observed, when changing the vent area to volume
ratio (A/V):

• for large A/V, two-phase venting occurred from the vent opening until the end of the second pressure
peak;

•
 for medium A/V, two-phase venting occurred before and after the turnaround. The data seem to indicate
that gas only venting occurred at turn-around;

• for low A/V, two-phase venting was observed only after the second pressure peak.

Two-phase venting after the second pressure peak probably results from the boiling of the hot reaction
products at low pressure.
. Introduction

DIERS3 research work introduced a classification for run-
way reactions according to which chemical systems are either
empered or non tempered (with vapour and gassy systems as
imiting cases). According to Huff or Leung “the so-called tem-
ering condition is achieved if the evaporative heat removal
ecomes equal to the reaction heat release” [1,2]. As a con-
equence, “the ERS4 device is able to control T (dT/dt = 0) and

(dP/dt = 0) at the set pressure”. On the other hand, “the ERS

evice is not able to control T (dT/dt � 0) and P (dP/dt � 0) at the
et pressure” for hybrid non tempered reactions [3]. A “temper-
ng effect” is however sometimes mentioned when vaporization
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phenomena reduce the reacting mixture temperature and the
severity of runaway reaction, without controlling the temperature
[4].

DIERS vent sizing methodology was largely developed and used
for tempered systems [3]. A method was also proposed for purely
gassy systems [5], but very few investigations were published
for hybrid non tempered systems. No vent sizing criterion that
would take vapour influence into account is available although it
was demonstrated that it greatly modifies the necessary vent size
[6–10].

Few experiments involving the runaway and blowdown of non
tempered systems were published [11–15]. These tests were per-
formed with the objective of developing the UN 10 l method based
on the similarity principle.

The present work was aimed to gain a better understanding of
the blowdown of non tempered hybrid systems, and more precisely
to observe the sensitivity of the temperature, pressure and vented
mass to the vent area to vessel volume ratio (A/V). The experimental
study uses a recently developed 0.1 l scale tool [6,16]. Adiabatic

calorimetry tests with closed and open cells according to the DIERS
methodology were also carried out prior to the blowdown tests.
They allowed the characterization of the thermodynamic and the
kinetics of the runaway reaction of concern.
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Nomenclature

A/V vent area to reactor (or test cell) volume ratio (m−1)
CHP Cumene Hydro peroxide
m mass of reactor (or test cell) contents (kg)
P absolute pressure in reactor (or test cell) (bar)
T temperature in reactor (or test cell) (◦C)
Tbp boiling temperature at ambient pressure (◦C)
� filling ratio (%)
�t time between safety vent opening and turnaround

(s)

Indexes
ini or 0 at the beginning of test, before reaction begins
max when pressure is maximum (i.e. at turnaround)
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Table 1
Closed cell test conditions and main results.

CHP concentration (%, w/w) 15
Filling ratio (%) 52.4
Initial mass (g) 52.6
Pend after cooling (bar) 10.4
(dT/dt) (◦C s−1) 5.36
end at the end of blowdown, after cooling down
s at vent opening (i.e. at set pressure)

. Experimental set up

.1. DIERS adiabatic calorimetry

Closed and open cell tests according to the DIERS approach were
arried out using a Vent Sizing Package 2 (VSP2) adiabatic calorime-
er (Fauske & Associates, LLC). Closed cell experiments consist in
erforming the runaway reaction under adiabatic conditions in a
10 ml closed cell. The gases/vapour generated by the runaway
eaction pressurise the test cell. Open cell experiments consist in
erforming the runaway reaction in a 110 ml test cell open to a
l containment vessel. In this case, the generated gases/vapour
ressurise a larger volume, thus avoiding the bursting of the test
ell. For both configurations the liquid temperature and the gener-
ted pressure (either in the test cell or in the containment vessel)
re recorded. All the open and closed tests were performed with
tainless steel test cells.

.2. Setup for blowdown experiments at laboratory scale

A recently developed 0.1 l scale tool ([6,16], Fig. 1) was used
o run blowdown experiments at laboratory scale. This tool is an
xtension of the VPS2 adiabatic calorimeter in its blowdown con-
guration which consists in the addition of a main safety relief line,
feed bleed line and a real time vented mass measurement system.
he main safety relief line (1/8” diameter, 0.6 m long) includes an
ctuated ball valve, which simulates the opening of the safety relief
ystem, followed by a metering valve where most of the pressure
rop occurs. An equivalent A/V ratio can be defined for different
ettings of the metering valve. Stainless steel test cells were used
or all the tests. This experimental setup allows the measurement
f the liquid temperature, the cell pressure and the vented mass
uring the blowdown. The small scale of the experimental setup
llows the study of the sensitivity of the blowdown to the A/V ratio.
he measurement of the vented mass is subsequently used to assess
he vented mass at turnaround (second pressure peak).

. Chemical system and experimental conditions

Cumene hydroperoxide (CHP; Tbp = 116 ◦C at 20 mbar abs
ressure) and 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol diisobutyrate
Tbp = 280 ◦C at atmospheric pressure) were chosen respec-

ively as the substance subject to thermal decomposition and
he solvent. CHP is widely used as an initiator for polymer-
zation reactions. It decomposes to mainly produce methane
0.3–0.5 mol/mol), dimethylbenzyl alcohol (0.6–0.9 mol/mol),
max

(dP/dt)max (bar s−1) 1.95
Tmax (◦C) 250

acetophenone (0.2–0.4 mol/mol), and phenol and acetone when
cumene is present (≈0.06 mol/mol each) [17].

The decomposition of 30% (w/w) CHP under external heat input
conditions of dT/dt = 0.5 ◦C min−1 (0.0083 ◦C s−1, fire simulation)
was studied. CHP was obtained as a 80% (w/w) solution in cumene.
The composition of the investigated chemical mixture is therefore
30% (w/w) CHP, 7.5% cumene and 62.5% solvent. It has to be noted
that cumene (Tbp = 153 ◦C) is the most volatile chemical in this mix-
ture. Assuming no decomposition, this mixture would lead to a
vapour pressure of around 0.8 bar at 250 ◦C.

4. Results of the experimental investigation

4.1. Characterisation of the chemical system using the DIERS
approach

4.1.1. Procedure
For both open and closed cell experiments, the chemical mixture

is first quickly heated up (∼3 ◦C min−1) to 85 ◦C (at this temperature
the decomposition reaction is very slow and can not be detected by
the VSP2 in adiabatic mode). External fire exposure is then simu-
lated through constant power input (0.5 ◦C min−1) until the end of
the decomposition.

4.1.2. Results of the closed cell experiments [6,16]
We had to lower CHP concentration to 15% (w/w) for the closed

cell DIERS calorimetric tests in order to avoid the bursting of the
cell. The closed cell experiment however provided some qualitative
information about vapour and non-condensable gas production
during the runaway reaction. Table 1 and Fig. 2a give the test con-
ditions and main results. As expected, the pressure at the end of
the closed cell experiment, after cooling Pend = 9.4 bar after correc-
tion for the pad gas clearly indicated that the decomposition of CHP
leads to the formation of non-condensable gases.

Two rough assumptions were made in order to estimate possible
presence of vapour during the post decomposition period (cooling
down to ambient temperature):

- The vapour contents are completely condensed at Tend.
- The non-condensable gases are not soluble in the liquid phase,

independently of the temperature.

After correcting for the pad gas, it is possible to assess the respec-
tive contributions of the non condensable gases and the vapour to
the total pressure during the cooling period. Fig. 2b shows that a
linear Antoine type plot can be obtained for the assessed vapour
pressure between 83 ◦C and Tmax (242 ◦C). Vapour would thus con-
tribute to Pmax as high as 10.4 bar, which would be significant
compared to 16 bar for non condensable gases.

The vapour pressure would be around 4 bar at 150 ◦C after
decomposition whereas the pressure (non condensable + vapour) is
almost zero at the same temperature before decomposition starts

(Fig. 2a). This means that the vapour pressure is mainly due to the
decomposition products. When dealing with an unknown reaction,
it is therefore necessary to investigate the presence of vapour not
only before decomposition occurs, but also after its completion.
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The presence of vapour is consistent with mechanisms pro-
osed by both Levin et al. [18] and Kharasch et al. [17]. However
he generation of non condensable gases clearly occurs during
ur experiments (9.4 bar observed after cooling, Fig. 2a) [19]. The
ecomposition we observed seems thus more consistent with the
echanism proposed by Kharasch et al.

.1.3. Results of the open cell experiments
Open cell tests were performed to observe the influence of a

ad pressure (P0) on reaction temperature and thus on the reac-
ion kinetics. four tests were run using four different initial pad
ressures and two initial filling ratios (Table 2; Figs. 3 and 4) with
solution of 30% CHP.

Table 2 shows that Tmax decreases when decreasing P0, which
s a result of some energy being consumed by more vaporization.
ow pad pressures are indeed more favourable for the existence
f vaporisation phenomena5. The vaporization would consume an
mount of energy such that the liquid temperature cannot exceed
50 ◦C during a blowdown experiment if the pressure is always
elow 2 bar (Figs. 3a and 4a). The DIERS approach assumes thus

hat vents can then be sized using the maximum reaction rate under

aximum allowed pad pressure at that temperature [20].
Two facts have to be noted about these experiments:

5 The decrease of Tmax at lower pad pressure (P0) could alternatively be attributed
o an increase of the ϕ factor following the decrease of reactant mass in the test
ell (up to 40.3/52.6 for P0 = Patm, Table 2). The following discussion of blowdown
xperiments will show that this is probably not the main effect.
erimental set-up.

• The volume of the mixture remaining in the cell at the end of tests
at P0 = 1 bar and P0 = 4.5 bar is so low that the cell thermocouple
is no longer inside the liquid, which could lead to an erroneous
temperature measurement and a larger ϕ adiabaticity factor.

• Two-phase choking flow occurs within test cell pipe during test
with P0 = 4.5 bar when reaction kinetics reach their maximum
(Fig. 3b).

Open tests under a large initial pad pressure (P0 = 16 bar and
P0 = 26 bar; Fig. 4a and b) do not show any measurable temper-
ature or time lag between (dP/dt)max and (dT/dt)max. This could
be due to vaporization being weak at those pressures. The test at
P0 = 4.5 bar exhibits a 10 ◦C temperature lag and a 0.26 s time lag
between (dT/dt)max and (dP/dt)max but it could be due to choked
two-phase flow occurring inside the cell tube or thermocouple time
constant. Temperature lag for the test at P0 = 1 bar is not easy to read
(may be 5 ◦C). Therefore, it seems that using the temperature or the
time lag between (dP/dt)max and (dT/dt)max as a criterion to detect
the presence of vapour [19] is much less obvious than comparing
Tmax for different P0.

4.2. Blowdown experiments (0.1 l scale) with P, T and m(t)
measurements
4.2.1. Description of a blowdown test
Similarly to the DIERS calorimetry tests described above, the

blowdown experiments involved the rapid heating of the chemical
mixture (∼3 ◦C min−1) to 85 ◦C. External fire exposure is then sim-
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Fig. 2. (a) Closed cell test – 15% HPOC in 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol
diisobutyrate. (b) Closed cell test – 15% HPOC in 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol

diisobutyrate – Antoine type plot obtained for the assessed vapour pressure between
83 ◦C and Tmax (242 ◦C).

ulated through constant power input (0.5 ◦C min−1) until the end
of the experiment.

The chosen set pressure (vent opening pressure) for the blow-
down experiments is 4.5 bar. The feed-bleed line is permanently
open during experiment, except at the very beginning where it
could lead to water from the mass measurement system flowing
back into the cell.

The size of the feed-bleed line (A/V < 10−4 m−1) which corre-
sponds to a 1 mm nozzle for a 10 l reactor [13] and the safety vent
line (10−3 m−1 < A/V < 2.4 × 10−3 m−1) are first established.

Fig. 5a shows the typical temperature and pressure curves
obtained. A test lasts approximately 3 h but the blowdown itself
lasts approximately 1 min only (Fig. 5b). Liquid is still vented for
one more minute.

4.2.2. Results of the blowdown experiments
Experiments were run for different values of the safety vent A/V

ratio and the initial filling ratio (Table 3). Note that test cell swelled

during tests A and K inducing uncertainty about A/V ratio. For a
given initial filling ratio, all the experiments were intended to be
as similar as possible until vent opening.
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Fig. 3. (a) 30% CHP in 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol diisobutyrate – open cell tests under P0 of 1.013, 4.5, 16 and 26 bar. (b) 30% CHP in 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol
diisobutyrate – open cell tests under P0 of 4.5 bar.

Table 3
Blowdown tests conditions and main results.

Tests �0 (%) V (m3) Vent A/V (m−1) Pmax

(bar)
Tmax (◦C) Ts (◦C) TPmax (◦C) �t (s) (dT/dt)max

(◦C s−1)
(dP/dt)max

(bar s−1)
(�m/m0)total

(%)
(�m/m0)Pmax

(%)

A 52.8 110 × 10−6 1.03 × 10−3 21.20 309.0 221.6 305.5 21.0 36.8 11.90 48.6 2.8
B 46.4 125 × 10−6 1.10 × 10−3 14.00 306.2 223.9 303.8 27.4 12.0 2.95 48.9 11.5
C 46.4 125 × 10−6 2.01 × 10−3 3.83 268.7 221.7 267.1 59.4 2.1 0.21 48.9 28.8
D 65.0 125 × 10−6 9.05 × 10−4 17.60 309.0 217.0 304.2 44.5 12.3 3.51 51.3 14.4
E1 65.0 125 × 10−6 1.36 × 10−3 11.30 296.5 212.8 293.2 69.0 7.1 1.59 49.2 22.6
E2 65.0 125 × 10−6 1.36 × 10−3 10.22 294.3 209.0 289.8 95.0 6.4 1.40 49.3 20.5
F 65.0 125 × 10−6 1.85 × 10−3 5.24 280.3 212.4 277.0 88.8 2.8 0.33 45.1 24.6
G 65.0 125 × 10−6 2.01 × 10−3 4.33 274.5 209.6 271.3 97.8 2.1 0.18 51.3 33.4
H 65.0 135 × 10−6 2.43 × 10−3 5.10 278.1 217.8 275.7 60.6 3.9 0.47 53.2 36.1
I 67.7 135 × 10−6 2.64 × 10−3 3.89 273.0 214.8 271.2 63.6 2.2 0.18 62.0 45.6
J 80.0 135 × 10−6 2.43 × 10−3 6.08 287.5 213.6 283.5 69.0 4.0 0.49 61.7 41.7
K 52.7 110 × 10−6 <0.96 × 10−3 25.80 315.9 219.9 310.9 15.9 52.8 17.90 77.6 0.00
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Fig. 4. (a) 30% CHP in butyrate – dT/dt = f(T) for open cell tests with P = 1, 4.5, 16
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nd 26 bar. (b) 30% CHP in butyrate – dP/dt = f(T) for open cell tests with P0 = 1, 4.5,
6 and 26 bar.

Fig. 6 shows that the temperature of the liquid at vent opening
Ts) varies between 209 ◦C and 224 ◦C depending on the unavoid-
ble slight changes in feed-bleed line A/V ratio. Accordingly, the
igher the temperature at vent opening (Ts), the shorter the time
etween vent opening and turnaround (�t, Fig. 7).

All tests showed a quick pressure drop at vent opening without
ny temperature decrease until a second pressure peak occurred
when reaction rate is at its maximum, Fig. 5b). This means that
emperature is not (directly) controlled by pressure, which is typi-
al of a non tempered system [3].

However, Fig. 8 shows that temperature rise rate (dT/dt)
resents a discontinuity at safety vent opening (around 210 ◦C).
he larger the A/V ratio (and thus the larger the pressure drop),
he larger the discontinuity. This demonstrates that some vapour
s already present at this stage. Increasing A/V ratio (thus low-
ring average pressure during blowdown) results in decreasing
dT/dt)max and Tmax. This is very similar to the effect of decreasing
itrogen pad pressure (P0) during a DIERS open cell test (Fig. 4).

Fig. 9 shows the comparison between two tests performed with
he same initial filling ratio but with different values of A/V (tests
and C). It can be seen that the vented mass for these two tests
s low and almost the same up to 30 s after vent opening (close to
urnaround for test B). The observed differences in temperature rise
Fig. 5. (a) Blowdown tests – typical pressure and temperature curves. (b) Blowdown
tests – typical pressure, temperature and vented mass curves.

rate (dT/dt) after vent opening cannot be explained by a difference
of ϕ factor resulting from the decrease of reactant mass in the test
cell. This effect has thus to be associated with some tempering due
to volatile decomposition products.

Fig. 10 shows that both Pmax and (dP/dt)max decrease when A/V
increases with no detectable influence of initial filling ratio.

Fig. 11 shows that an Antoine type correlation exists between
pressure and temperature at turnaround (Pmax and Tmax), indepen-
dently of the filling ratio (between 46% and 80%). This pressure is

much lower than the vapour pressure observed after the closed cell
tests with 15% (w/w) CHP concentration (Fig. 2). This could mean
that this pressure does not result from a thermodynamic equilib-
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Fig. 6. Ts = f(A/V, �0).

Fig. 7. �t = f(A/V, �0).

Fig. 9. Comparison of vented mass and pressure histories between two tests w
Fig. 8. Blowdown tests – dT/dt = f(T) curves with �0 = 65%.

rium. The independence of that pressure to initial filling ratio could
mean that this correlation is (at least partially) due to the vaporiza-
tion kinetics. It is a further evidence of the influence of vaporization
on the blowdown.

Fig. 12a and b show the results obtained from blowdown exper-
iments performed with the same A/V for both the feed-bleed line
and the safety vent line, while only varying the initial filling ratio
�0. It can be observed that an increase of the initial filling ratio leads
to:

• A small (<12 ◦C) decrease of the temperature at vent opening (Ts).

Less volume being available for the gas with a higher initial fill-
ing ratio, the pressure build-up is quicker and therefore the vent
opening pressure is reached at an earlier stage of the reaction;

ith A/V = 0.00110 m−1 (test B) and A/V = 0.00201 m−1 (test C). �0 = 46.4%.
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Fig. 10. Blowdown tests – Pmax = f(A/V, �0) (a) and (dP/dt)max = f(A/V, �0) (b).
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Fig. 12. (a) Blowdown tests at A/V = 2.01 × 10−3 m−1 – sensitivity to initial filling ratio �0.
-1000/TPmax (K-1)

Fig. 11. Blowdown tests – correlation between Pmax and Tmax.

• An increase of the time between the two pressure peaks as a
consequence of the decrease of the temperature at vent opening

These effects are more obvious for experiments C and G (Fig. 12a)
than for experiments H and J (Fig. 12b). In both cases, an increase of
Pmax, Tmax and mass vented at turnaround (�m/m0 at turnaround)
of less than 20% was observed. These tests showed that the sensi-
tivity of other parameters (including (dT/dt)max and (dP/dt)max) to
the initial filling ratio is low (within the measurement error, see
Table 3).

5. Discussion

5.1. Tempering of a non tempered systems
There is enough vaporization during both open cell and blow-
down experiments to change Tmax (Figs. 4 and 8). The vaporization
phenomena are even enough for Pmax to be correlated with Tmax

during blowdown experiments. This means that the 30% CHP

(b) Blowdown tests at A/V = 2.43 × 10−3 m−1 – sensitivity to initial filling ratio �0.
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Fig. 13. Blowdown tests – vented mass

ystem is subject to some tempering [4]. On the other hand
aporization during blowdown experiments does not prevent the
eactive mixture temperature increase when the pressure drops at
ent opening, resulting in a typical two pressure peak behaviour
Fig. 5a and b). CHP is therefore a hybrid non tempered system6

1–3].

.2. Mass loss histories

The real time measurement of the vented mass downstream the
afety vent allows the investigation of the phenomena occurring
uring the blowdown. Three types of behaviour have been observed
Fig. 13a–c).

The attention is first focused on the case of a blowdown experi-
ent with a small A/V ratio (type I, A/V < 0.96 × 10−3 m−1; Fig. 13a).
o vented mass is recorded during the blowdown until the pres-

ure decrease of the second pressure peak (i.e. after turnaround).
his means that flow is only gas during this period. This results
rom the pressure between the two peaks being never less than

.1 bar and pressure at turnaround being large (Pmax = 25.8 bar).
his pressure is believed to be sufficient to limit level swell or
oiling effects, even when the temperature and reaction kinetics

6 We moreover observed no change in temperature rise rate during open cell tests
t low pressure. This could be consistent with vapor species being products of the
eaction directly produced as vapor phase when initial pressure is low. The same
pecies being produced as liquid when pressure is higher.
s – (a) type I, (b) type II and (c) type III.

(and thus volatile species production) reach their maximum. Mass
loss (around 20 × 103 kg m−2 s−1) starting 20 s after the safety vent
opening (see small pressure accident) is consistent with two-phase
flow. The decomposition reaction is finished at that time and no
more non condensable gas is produced. Two-phase flow can thus
only result from boiling and release of dissolved gases induced by
pressure decrease at large temperature. This process results in the
venting of up to 75% of initial mass.

For medium sized safety vents (type II,
0.96 × 10−3 < A/V < 1.56 × 10−3, Fig. 13b) the pressure drops
from 4.5 bar down to less than 2 bar in a few seconds after
safety vent opening. This lower pressure induces level swell and
two-phase flow, even at that early stage of the blowdown where
both temperature and reaction kinetics are quite far from their
maximum (just before turnaround). 10% of the initial cell contents
are already vented between the two pressure peaks. Mass flow
through the vent is therefore probably due to level swell induced
by gas production. The exponential temperature increase just prior
the turnaround leads to a significant increase of the gas generation
rate and thus to a pressure increase. This latter prevents boiling.
It compresses both gas and vapour, which tends to promote gas
disengagement despite an increase in gas and vapour production
rate. The above is an attempt to explain the observed mass flow
rate decrease at the beginning of the second pressure peak.

Two-phase flow due to boiling after the turnaround (around 40%
of initial mass) can again be observed.

For larger safety vents (type III, A/V > 1.56 × 10−3 m−1;
Fig. 13c), two-phase venting occurs during the whole blow-
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Fig. 14. (�m/m0)Pmax = f(A/V, �0).
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Fig. 15. (�m/m0)total = f(A/V, �0).

own because of the pressure being lower, which promotes level
well.

These three types of behaviour show that the vapour contents
ave more effect on vent flow during and after the second pressure
eak than during runaway reaction itself. Indeed, this is when the
emperature is the highest and decomposition reaction has already
enerated volatile species.

Fig. 14 shows that mass vented at turnaround increases when
/V ratio increases. This is probably due to the fact that lower pres-
ure induces more level swell. However, Fig. 15 shows that the
otal vented mass (including mass vented after the second pres-
ure peak) remains almost unchanged (between 45% and 65%) for
ll A/V ratios. This could be related to the total vapour production
atio remaining unchanged.

. Conclusion

Our investigation is focused on the behaviour of a hybrid
on tempered runaway reaction under blowdown conditions. The
IERS approach (closed and open cell tests) shows that CHP decom-
osition produces both vapour and non condensable gases. The
nalysis of the post-decomposition data shows that vapour species
re mainly products of the reaction. They are thus most easily
etected after decomposition ends. The decomposition seems con-
istent with the mechanism proposed by Kharasch et al. [17].
aporisation has a significant effect on Tmax and (dP/dt)max, espe-

ially at low initial pad gas pressure. 30% CHP in butyrate solvent is
hus a hybrid system. The detection of the hybrid characteristic of
he system using temperature or time lag between (dP/dt)max and
dT/dt)max is much less obvious.
s Materials 191 (2011) 8–18 17

All the blowdown experiments present a profile with two
pressure peaks typical of non tempered gas producing systems,
independently of the A/V ratio. The time between the two pressure
peaks (�t) mainly depends on the temperature at vent opening.
These experiments are quite reproducible (209 ◦C < Ts < 224 ◦C).

The pressure drop at vent opening leads to a decrease of tem-
perature rise rate. This effect can be related to the vaporisation
of decomposition products favoured by the low level of pressure
following the vent opening. The maximum temperature and max-
imum temperature rise rate are also sensitive to the vent size. The
kinetics of the studied decomposition is thus sensitive to the vapor-
isation of decomposition products. This vaporisation is sufficient to
result in an Antoine type correlation between Pmax and Tmax. This
correlation does however not correspond to equilibrium.

Increasing the initial filling ratio mainly results in an earlier vent
opening (quicker pressure build-up to the vent opening pressure
because of a smaller gas space). The temperature at vent open-
ing (Ts) is consequently slightly lower, which results in a longer
delay between the two peaks. The sensitivity to initial filling ratio
is however visible neither on maximum pressure nor on maximum
pressure rise rate, nor on vented mass ratio (at turnaround or total).

The relative vented mass (�m/m0) at turnaround increases with
the A/V ratio (from 0 to 45%), probably because pressure being
lower. Two-phase flow through the vent is always observed after
the second pressure peak despite the reaction is complete. The
relative amount of final vented mass is relatively independent
(between 45 and 62%) of both the initial filling ratio and the A/V
ratio. It could be due to the boiling of the hot reaction products at
low pressure.

Three types of blowdown behaviours have been observed. For
these three behaviours, the pressure profiles show a typical two
pressure peak shape and significant mass venting is observed after
turnaround, when the reaction is complete. The observed post-
turnaround mass flow is probably due to the boiling (at high
temperature) of the vessel contents when the pressure decreases.
It could alternatively be due to foaming character or to gas desorp-
tion. The vented flow at turnaround could be either gas (low A/V
ratio, type I) or two-phase (large A/V ratio, type III). It seems gas
venting could occur at turnaround even when it is two-phase just
before and just after that moment (medium A/V ratio, type II). There
is thus a trend towards gas disengagement and gas one-phase flow
(revealed by less or no vent mass flow rate) when pressure increases
towards the 2nd pressure peak.

Many complements to this study could be of an interest in order
to approach a better understanding of the blowdown of non tem-
pered systems:

- addition of a real time measurement of vented volume (non con-
densable gases);

- study of other chemical systems in order to identify the speci-
ficities of CHP in the present study. Experiments with a chemical
system with less vapour production would be of particular inter-
est;

- experiments with the same systems at a larger scale for scale-up
validation;

- discussion of vent sizing calculation from these experiments.

Some of these studies will be presented in a next article.
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